
An excellent short video that demonstrates 

the information in this brochure: 

 

“Dogs Like Kids They Feel Safe With” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=vwg9NT_DLZA  

Public Service Info: 

Dogs in public 

are NOT 

public property 

Just because a dog is in public 

does not mean it wants to 

interact with you 

People who take their dogs in 

public are probably not doing so 

for the dog to greet as many 

people as possible.   

Often the person has other    

reasons for taking the dog out, 

such as exercise or a bathroom 

break or to get to a specific    

location. Each time a person 

wants to pet the dog it interrupts 

that purpose. If you feel you 

MUST pet their dog, please be 

respectful of their time and keep 

interactions as brief as possible.  

You also want to keep the      

interactions with the dog to 

about 5-10 sec. and then       

remove your hands and take a 

step back to see if the dog wants 

to continue to engage with you.  

Keep it short Other resources: 

This video explains how to do a “consent 

test” to see if the dog wants to continue the 

interaction as well as body language to 

watch for to get the dog’s answer:  

Does the dog really want to be petted? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

cGDYI-s-cQ 

Blog post explains in more detail what a 

proper dog and human interaction should 

look like to keep both safe: 

http://denisefenzipetdogs.com/2015/12/15/ 

dog-to-child-greetings-part-2/ 



 

 

How to prevent dog bites: 

Some dogs are friendly with adults, 

but don't feel safe around children.  

Some dogs are fearful of children 

under (or over) a certain age. 

Some dogs are comfortable around 

familiar adults and children, but are 

fearful of strangers reaching out to 

touch them.  

Most dog owners are NOT a reliable 

judge of their own dog's behavior. 

Some even operate under the        

assumption that a dog with a history 

of aggressive behavior needs more 

encounters with people to "get used 

to" being touched by strangers. 

Why put your child's safety or your 

own (and possibly the dog's life) at 

risk based on the judgment of a 

complete stranger?  

And please don’t make assumptions 

that a dog is friendly based on its 

breed. You can NEVER determine a 

dog's safety based on breed, just as 

you can’t determine which dogs are          

dangerous based on breed.  

 

 

 

 

DON’T APPROACH 

Because you don’t know how the dog is 

feeling at any given time, you should   

never go up to a dog and pet him, even if 

given permission from the dog’s owner.   

Even if the dog has been fine with     

greeting you in the past, maybe today he 

doesn’t feel well, maybe something is 

causing him stress, or maybe he just 

doesn’t feel like interacting today. 

So stop your approach about 6’ from the 

dog so the dog can look you over while 

you talk to the owner.  

People are taught to ask the owner if 

it’s okay to pet their dog, but in reality, 

the interaction should also be up to the 

dog.  If the dog is willing to approach you 

(without being told to do so by the owner) 

then it is clear the dog is a willing         

participant in the interaction.  

The dog should be free to leave 

the encounter at any time without 

being followed.  

So rather than asking the owner if 

you can pet their dog, ask the 

owner:  

 

“Can I ask your dog if 
he would like to meet 
me?” 

 

If you get a “yes” reply from the 

owner, do NOT move toward the 

dog.  You may try to encourage 

the dog to come to you, but if the 

dog does not come to you, then 

the dog’s answer is “no thank-you” 

and you should respect that.  

If the dog does come to you, hold 

your hands low and make contact 

with the dog’s chest or side.  

Reaching over the dog’s head or 

putting pressure on their back or 

shoulders can be threatening or 

stressful for some dogs.  

The dog should be free to end the 

interaction and if the dog wants to 

move away from you, don’t follow.  

“Hands on knee– let the dog come to me” 


